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TOP TEN SALES JOBS IN DELAWARE
When it comes to people above 18 years, Delaware has 39.4% women who are known to be great sales persons. No wonder when it comes to sales
employment in Delaware this state has the best jobs to offer you! So if you are a resident of Delaware and are looking for jobs in sales in Delaware then here
come the top ten sales jobs in Delaware:-

1. You can work in Software Sales anywhere all over Delaware and this requires you to work from home itself. The posts offered are those of Sales Managers
in Enterprise Software and you need to open new accounts and expand your existing base as well. You can expect at least $100,000 p.a.

2. Opting for Direct Telecommunications Software as sales manager can be a great bet as well. With a little experience you will find growth very easily. You can
earn up to $250,000 p.a in such a job if you have the right skills and experience!

3. There is also a requirement for Associate Marketing managers all over Delaware in the Office Automation Industry that handles accounts of top companies
in the field and exposes you to clients that help make your contacts stronger. It offers you a remuneration that starts from $60,000 p.a.

4. As a Territory Sales manager you can work anywhere in Delaware in the Healthcare industry that has much promise in the current day! You will be required
to handle financial or even clinical accounts for your clients and will enjoy a starting pay of $60,000p.a.

5. You can work as a Business Development Manager where you have to develop business opportunities for your company and can earn even more than
$60,000 a year!

6. RJ Reynolds is in search for a Bilingual Territory Manager in Delaware so if you fulfill the requirements you can apply for this job. You can also work as a
sales representative with this company if you are placed in Delaware. The job requires sales of tobacco merchandise for which the company is famous and
offers a minimum remuneration of $40,000 pa.

7. Medicine can offer you great sales opportunities and you can work as a Medical Sales Representative through Executive Sales LLC if you are young and have
enthusiasm towards aggressive sales techniques that will draw more clients. You can start off with a salary of $40,000p.a plus commissions.

8. There are posts open for Business Development Account Executives in Retail, Restaurants as well as CPG whereby you need to find out more and more
sales opportunities. You need around 2 years of experience for such a job that will surely bring you satisfaction and great returns. With a basic salary of
$40,000 pa you are sure to get a great boost in your career.

9. An exciting job profile is that of a Veterinary Ultrasound Sales representative that is being demanded by the Core Ultrasound group for their northeastern
region. With some amount of experience you can start off with at least a basic salary of $20,000 pa and with your outgoing skills and convincing abilities you
can add to your salary each month!

10. If you are interested in Inside Sales, you can work as an agent for Appointment Setter through Home Base LLC from your home itself. With no expenses
on conveyance you can make a great earning with a starting remuneration of $20,000pa!

With the Atlantic Ocean on its eastern side the top ten sales jobs in Delaware are more than enough proof of the fact that sales jobs in Delaware are just as vast
as the Ocean that accompanies this state. Surely, you can find a sales job for yourself from among the top ten sales jobs in Delaware!

 


